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Introduction 27 

Today, a host of technologies has the potential to support rich and deep mathematical 28 

learning for all students. Introducing students to technology is important in itself, given its 29 

increasingly integral role in our lives. However, this chapter emphasizes that using 30 

technology in the teaching of mathematics has one primary purpose: to support 31 

instructional objectives. The guidance in this chapter is thus intended to help educators 32 

facilitate interactive experiences that enrich students’ learning of the mathematics 33 

content and practice standards. 34 

The chapter begins by outlining principles for technology use in math learning. Based on 35 

those principles, it recommends adopting technology only when accompanied by 36 
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changes to teaching practices which make the technology an integral and sustained 37 

component of the instruction—that is, when accompanied by high quality, ongoing 38 

professional learning for teachers. Importantly, the chapter also discusses distance 39 

learning. A multitude of studies show that well-designed online or blended instruction can 40 

be as effective or more so than in-classroom learning alone. It thus describes features of 41 

effective distance learning and offers tips for success. 42 

Purpose of Technology in Mathematics Learning 43 

In keeping with the California Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CA 44 

CCSSM), this framework describes the “learning of mathematics” in two aspects: the 45 

learning of grade-level content standards and the fostering of sound mathematical 46 

practices—that is, the productive habits of mind and habits of interaction embodied in the 47 

Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMPs). This chapter advocates for technology use 48 

that supports both aspects of mathematical learning. The first section describes the 49 

purpose of technology in the learning of mathematics, the second section introduces 50 

overarching principles meant to guide such technology use, and the third section 51 

provides general guidance for distance learning that is applicable but not limited to 52 

mathematics instruction. Additionally, to support schools in the effective implementation 53 

of technology to support learning, the California Digital Learning Integration and 54 

Standards Guidance (CA DLI&SG, CDE, 2021) provides strategies to build educator and 55 

system capacity. The standards guidance is intended to support teachers as they 56 

implement mathematics instruction. (See the Digital Learning section in this chapter for 57 

more information on the CA DLI&SG document.) 58 

Technology use in the teaching of mathematics has one primary purpose: to facilitate 59 

interactive experiences that enrich the learning of both content standards and SMPs. 60 

Given the increasingly integral role that technology plays in commercial, societal, and 61 

cultural aims, the use of technology in educational settings likewise reflects the progress 62 

toward an informed and technologically skilled society. While introducing students to 63 

technology is certainly important in and of itself—and can even be a necessity (see the 64 

Distance Learning sections in this chapter)—it can be accomplished in service to the 65 

primary purpose described above. In other words, this chapter provides guidance on how 66 
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technology use can best support mathematics instructional objectives, rather than 67 

adjusting instructional objectives to support the use of technology. 68 

Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Framework 69 

The Association for Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE) in 2009 published a 70 

framework for research and guidance on best practice in the use of technology in 71 

mathematics education. Technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK), based 72 

on the work of Mishra and Koehler (2006), is a specialized type of knowledge that 73 

enables educators to draw upon technological knowledge (knowledge of, and facility 74 

with, relevant technology), pedagogical knowledge (knowledge of teaching and learning 75 

strategies), and content knowledge (knowledge of mathematics) as they create 76 

meaningful learning experiences for students. In short, this knowledge is the synthesis of 77 

three areas of expertise for educators: technology, teaching, and mathematics. Thus, the 78 

guidance in this chapter is designed to establish and increase this type of knowledge. 79 

Figure 11.1 shows the relationships among technological knowledge, pedagogical 80 

knowledge, and content knowledge. 81 

Figure 11.1: Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) Model 82 
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 83 

Long description of figure 11.1 84 

Source: Koehler and Mishra, 2009. 85 

According to the TPACK model, educators with robust technological pedagogical content 86 

knowledge are able to do the following: 87 

• Incorporate knowledge of learner characteristics, orientation, and thinking to foster 88 

learning of mathematics with technology. 89 

• Facilitate technology-enriched mathematical experiences that foster creativity, 90 

develop conceptual understanding, and cultivate higher-order thinking skills. 91 

• Promote mathematical discourse between and among instructors and learners in 92 

a technology-enriched learning community. 93 

• Use technology to support learner-centered strategies that address the diverse 94 

needs of all learners of mathematics. 95 

• Encourage learners to become responsible for and reflect upon their own 96 

technology-enriched mathematics learning. 97 
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Although the behaviors seen above are characteristics of some educators in California, 98 

for many they are aspirational, especially for those in rural areas where access to and 99 

support for use of technology is more limited. Teachers, administrators, and district and 100 

county staff should work together to support the growth of the technological pedagogical 101 

content knowledge described in the behaviors above. 102 

Principles for Technology Use in Mathematics Learning 103 

The following principles are meant to guide effective incorporation of technology into the 104 

teaching of mathematics. This section addresses uses of technology that support 105 

mathematics learning specifically; uses of technology supporting remote learning in 106 

general are discussed in a later section. While technology use varies widely, these 107 

principles can serve as guideposts for all districts and schools as they consider utilizing 108 

various technologies to support learning. 109 

Principle 1: Strategic Use of Technology in a Learning Environment 110 

Can Facilitate Powerful Learning of Mathematics 111 

According to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2015), the strategic use 112 

of technology in the teaching and learning of mathematics is the use of digital and 113 

physical tools by students and teachers in thoughtfully designed ways and at carefully 114 

determined times so that the capabilities of the technology enhance how students and 115 

educators learn, experience, communicate, and do mathematics. Strategic use of 116 

technology supports all students in their learning and is consistent with research on best 117 

practices in teaching and learning. 118 

A technology-rich environment, when used strategically, can be a powerful tool for 119 

learning deeper mathematics. A technology-rich environment is one in which the 120 

technology serves a clearly defined pedagogical purpose (Zinger et al., 2017). In 121 

establishing a technology-rich environment for learners, three primary factors must be 122 

taken into account: access, usage, and skills (ITU, 2009). Access refers to the availability 123 

of technology for teachers and learners, usage refers to its prevalence in learning 124 

experiences, and skills refers to the knowledge level required, both for teachers and for 125 

students, to use the technology appropriately. In considering whether to use specific 126 
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technology, each of these factors can help guide educators’ decisions. For example, if all 127 

students have access to a particular technology, and the teacher has the skills and 128 

support to enable learning that relies upon the technology, but future coursework relies 129 

upon different technology, then this difference in usage should be considered before 130 

adopting the technology. 131 

By contrast, a technocentrist educational approach is one in which technology is 132 

considered both a means and an end (Zinger, Tate, and Warschauer, 2017). In other 133 

words, the aim of a technocentrist approach is to train learners in using technologies with 134 

the hope that learners will use new knowledge of technologies readily outside the 135 

classroom or in future learning situations. This approach, focused on technological 136 

learning rather than content-area learning, has been found to be ineffective in large-137 

scale projects (Zinger et al., 2017). 138 

Portrait of a Technology-Rich Setting 139 

● All students have access to a particular technology intended to support specific 140 

mathematics content and practices. All families have access to appropriate 141 

technology and support to be an active part of the overall school community. 142 

(access) 143 

● Teachers have knowledge about the pedagogical use of the technology—for 144 

example, through appropriate professional learning. (skills) 145 

● The lesson, task, or activity relies upon the technology as an integral part of 146 

students’ interactions with the content. (usage) 147 

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Recommendations 148 

According to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), two types of 149 

technologies can support teachers in creating learning environments for students: 150 

content-specific mathematics technologies and content-neutral technologies (NCTM, 151 

2015). Content-specific technologies support students in exploring and identifying 152 

mathematical concepts and relationships. These include computation/visualization 153 

programs, such as Desmos or GeoGebra, virtual manipulatives or games, and 154 

calculation. Content-neutral technologies, such as spreadsheets, word processors, and 155 

drawing programs, both online and offline, help students collaborate with peers and 156 
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communicate work with teachers. Both content-specific and content-neutral technologies 157 

support students in learning mathematics content, practicing skills, and developing 158 

higher-order thinking skills such as visualizing, reasoning, and problem solving. 159 

NCTM recommends the following guidance on the strategic use of technology: 160 

● Mathematics constitutes the focus of instruction and drives the use of the 161 

technology. Teachers capitalize on the capabilities of technology to accomplish 162 

mathematics learning goals. As research has consistently pointed out (Reys and 163 

Arbaugh, 2001), calculator use does not hinder the learning of rich mathematics. It 164 

does hinder the learning of procedural mathematics, however, especially when 165 

that is believed to be the primary objective. In considering the use of technology, 166 

the belief that rote algorithms and procedural skills (which are easily replaced by 167 

calculators) are the most important mathematics to be learned must be 168 

reconsidered. Students learn to negotiate the use of technology in ways that 169 

facilitate larger aims only when they are given larger aims to accomplish with the 170 

technology. 171 

● Strategic use does not imply continuous use. Teachers should carefully consider 172 

when and how often to rely upon technology in learning experiences. Although 173 

technology mediates a major portion of each day in distance learning 174 

environments (see the second half of this chapter), teachers in these situations 175 

should still be mindful of overreliance on certain forms of technology when other 176 

skills may need fostering. For example, students should, at times, draw lines on a 177 

coordinate grid on paper using a ruler instead of always using an online graphing 178 

system. This helps develop fine motor skills and encourages attending to 179 

precision (SMP.6) in a manner similar to drawing geometry shapes by hand. Or, in 180 

encouraging the development of number sense, teachers may wish to have 181 

students focus on mental math strategies such as “making ten” and composing or 182 

decomposing numbers. Pan balances encourage students’ ability to visualize 183 

maintaining balance by “disappearing” equal quantities from both sides of a 184 

balance as a valuable precursor to solving linear equations. When simply 185 

combining terms, supported by technology or not, without considering equations 186 

in their totality, students can lose sight of the larger aims of what they are doing 187 
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much of the time. Teachers can support students by modeling deliberate use of 188 

technology only after a problem is first considered thoughtfully. 189 

● Teachers can meaningfully connect the use of technology in classroom learning to 190 

the use of technology on state and local assessments. When technology use is 191 

interwoven with learning throughout the school year, students can familiarize 192 

themselves with methods of recording and capturing their thinking. This comfort 193 

can also inherently support students’ familiarity with the technological demands of 194 

the California Assessment for Student Progress and Performance (CAASPP). In 195 

distance learning environments, assessment often takes many more forms than it 196 

would if it culminated solely in computer-based exams. For example, students can 197 

view and compile portfolios of their work for a unit or quarter in the school’s 198 

learning management system and record a video reflecting on their progress. 199 

Formative assessment, both in face-to-face and remote learning situations, is a 200 

powerful driver for learning (see chapter 12). 201 

The following sample task makes strategic use of technology and engages students in 202 

learning. 203 

Sample Task: Rescue Rover (Mathematics II/Geometry) 204 

 205 

To teachers: 206 

This activity promotes understanding of G-SRT-8, F-BF-1, A-REI-4, A-CED-1, 2, 3, and 207 

SMPs 1, 3, 4, and 5, as well as the Next Generation Science Standards and Science and 208 

Engineering Practices. The activity is designed for students working in heterogeneous 209 

teams of four members. Teachers should be mindful of students’ personalities and work 210 
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habits when assigning them into groups in order to achieve effective cooperation and 211 

collaboration, and use individual discretion if frontloading additional scientific vocabulary, 212 

such as terms based in geology or science technology. 213 

To students: 214 

You and your team are working on a mission involving the remote collection of scientific 215 

data from the surface of Mars. Two active rovers, Dixie and Molly, are collecting soil 216 

samples, atmospheric data, and any evidence of past organic material. 217 

[Incoming]: You suddenly receive a distress signal! 218 

Dixie was moving around a rock outcropping and accidentally dislodged a boulder, 219 

pinning it against the rock face. Unfortunately, Dixie’s nuclear power supply is damaged 220 

and is emitting radiation with increasing intensity. This radiation will eventually melt 221 

Dixie’s internal wiring unless the team can remove the emergency release panel. Based 222 

on Dixie’s position, control center thinks the rock face is blocking access to the panel. 223 

The situation is truly dire for Dixie and its valuable data! 224 

Fortunately, the other rover, Molly, could potentially reach Dixie in time to open the 225 

casing and remove the power supply using its robotic tool armature. 226 

Your Team’s Tasks: 227 

1. Determine the specific team goals for this situation. 228 
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2. Use the map below to list the information your team will need to help achieve 229 

these goals. (Note: Each pattern represents a different terrain on Mars)230 

 231 

3. There are two main terrains that Molly must traverse to reach Dixie. The first is 232 

fairly firm bedrock where Molly can average 20 kilometers/hour (km/hr). The 233 

second surface is rugged gravel and the rover will average only 10 km/hr. Work 234 

as a team to clearly plot out Molly’s path and determine the amount of time it will 235 

take to get Molly to Dixie. Remember, every minute counts! 236 

 Fairly Firm Bedrock  Rugged Gravel 237 

 Legend: Each vertical and horizontal unit represents 10 km. 238 

 239 
4. Answer the following questions, showing all your work and explaining your 240 

reasoning. 241 
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a. What is the least amount of time that it takes for Molly to reach Dixie? 242 

Explain the evidence that supports the shortest time duration that your 243 

team found. 244 

b. Is the shortest distance a straight path between the two? Explain how you 245 

know. 246 

c. Is the shortest distance always the fastest possible path? Explain your 247 

reasoning. 248 

d. The control center asks your team to automate this process in case a 249 

future rover needs to reach another to perform a similar operation. 250 

Describe what parts of your solution process could be programmed. What 251 

parameters would there be? 252 

Implementation: 253 

After students unpack the problem and determine different points on the x-axis at which 254 

Molly crosses from one terrain to the other, there will be different time durations for the 255 

journey. To minimize the time, they must find the point on the border between terrains 256 

that gives the least time. 257 

Technology Meets the Challenge: 258 

Because calculating distances using the distance formula and dividing by Molly’s rate to 259 

find the time for that leg of the journey is tedious work by hand for each point chosen, 260 

students can divide this work among the team by having each member calculate the total 261 

time for a different point of their choosing. But what if there were three types of terrain, or 262 

five, or 10? The case for using technology to automate these processes is easily made 263 

at this point and is at the heart of NCTM’s first recommendation: Mathematics is the 264 

focus of instruction and drives the use of the technology. Teachers capitalize on the 265 

capabilities of technology to accomplish mathematics learning goals. Because optimizing 266 

for time involves some fairly complicated calculus, using technology can enable students 267 

to automate their processes and find the minimum distance. 268 

One open-source software program that enables modeling of blended algebra and 269 

geometry problems is GeoGebra, which works in browsers and as an app. The teacher 270 
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can encourage students to set up the diagram on GeoGebra, with points representing 271 

the locations of Molly and Dixie. They can then place a free point on the border and use 272 

the distance function to output the total distance. Using the algebra command lines, the 273 

time for the first “leg” (from Molly to the border point) can be programmed in as the 274 

quotient of the distance divided by Molly’s rate in the bedrock. Similarly, the time for the 275 

second “leg” (from the border point to Dixie) can be found. These times can then be 276 

totaled to find the total time, a figure that can be adjusted by grabbing and moving the 277 

border point along the border until the minimum time is found. The result is thousands of 278 

calculations in an instant! Students can discuss and explore variations on this design, 279 

such as different initial starting points for Molly and Dixie, various other terrains, different 280 

rates of travel, and elevation changes. In this way, students gain an understanding of the 281 

importance of the key mathematical relationships between time, distance, and speed 282 

since they must use these relationships in creating their model to answer questions. 283 

Principle 2: Support for Teachers of Mathematics Accompanies Use of 284 

Learning Technologies 285 

Supporting teachers in their pedagogical development is the most critical part of effecting 286 

positive change in students’ learning experiences. This chapter recommends the 287 

adoption of technology only when it is accompanied by changes to teaching practices 288 

that make the technology an integral and sustained component of the instruction and 289 

when ongoing support can be provided to teachers. In a nutshell, instructional purpose 290 

should drive the use of technology, not vice versa. 291 

Administrators play a pivotal role in supporting teachers as they explore, adopt, and 292 

implement new technologies in their instructional practice. Introducing technology into 293 

students’ learning experiences requires consideration of a school’s mission, values, and 294 

budget as well as active communication among school and district personnel. Parents, 295 

caregivers, and families also represent a critical audience when considering technology 296 

awareness and education, especially with regards to distance learning. The following 297 

guidelines aim to inform administrators and policymakers in state, county, district, and 298 

school offices as they support teachers in strategic uses of technology: 299 
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● Adoption of technology occurs only when it is accompanied by changes to 300 

teaching practices that make the technology an integral and sustained component 301 

of the instruction and when ongoing support can be provided to teachers. 302 

Technologies can have short half-lives; restraint should be exercised in adoption 303 

of technologies popular in the moment. 304 

● Time is provided to teachers to explore particular technologies to learn, reflect 305 

upon, and integrate technology into learning experiences for students. This is 306 

critical for all technology, as it is a hard lesson to have technology fail to work, or 307 

work improperly, at the point of students’ experiences with it. Delays, pauses, 308 

system updates, and the like can sabotage momentum in the flow of instruction. 309 

● Technology support for teachers is ongoing and readily available. This support 310 

can take the form of workshops, peer collaboration, conference attendance, and 311 

virtual meetings. Of critical importance is that this time be provided and 312 

incentivized. In particular, the encouragement and support of peers is of great 313 

benefit as teachers expand their knowledge of strategic technology use. 314 

● Effective professional development focused on the use of technology in 315 

mathematics learning is differentiated, reflecting the multitude of knowledge and 316 

comfort levels that teachers have with regards to technology. A successful plan 317 

for professional development recognizes that for teachers to learn to use 318 

technology in ways that enhance and increase student learning, they must go 319 

through “a process of entry, adoption, adaptation, appropriation, and invention as 320 

they navigate through the integration of technology in their classrooms” (Zinger et 321 

al., 2017, 586). 322 

● To avoid overwhelming teachers, and in deference to the multitude of knowledge 323 

and comfort levels they have, training should focus on one tool or aspect of one 324 

system at a time. After teachers are given opportunities to implement the 325 

technology in their classes, further tools can be introduced (Zheng et al., 2014). 326 

● Professional development includes specific criteria for teachers to rely upon as 327 

they select worthwhile applications, games, or other software that can accomplish 328 

learning objectives. 329 

● Strategies that help support English learners while accessing tasks, such as 330 

identifying and clarifying terms used in the task (e.g., atmospheric data, organic 331 
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material, and rock outcropping) are incorporated into professional development 332 

programs. 333 

Principle 3: Learning Technologies Are Accessible for All Students 334 

Technology use in mathematics classrooms must contribute to making the mathematics 335 

community more equitable. Thus, administrators and teachers must give special 336 

attention to issues of access when designing instructional uses of technology. In general, 337 

a key consideration is the “digital divide,” the gap in knowledge and skills between 338 

populations of students who have access to technology, usually through wealth and 339 

privilege, and those who do not. Reducing rather than widening the divide should be a 340 

product of well-designed uses of technology in schooling. For a particular technological 341 

tool, other considerations include: 342 

● The linguistic or cultural assumptions embedded in the technological tool under 343 

consideration. Is the tool designed with a particular student profile in mind, thus 344 

disadvantaging students who don’t fit that profile? If so, another tool should be 345 

found or the existing tool modified to address these issues. 346 

● Differences in prior exposure to related technology—perhaps necessitating 347 

different supports for different students. Appropriate and equitable supports must 348 

be provided to ensure equal access for all. 349 

● Providing the necessary classroom materials for technology use, including both 350 

hardware and software. 351 

● Providing initial and ongoing technology support that is readily available to 352 

students, even in rural and remote settings. Technology can be used as a vehicle 353 

to better understand the students, their interests, and other culturally relevant 354 

information as it relates to equity. For example, polling students can provide 355 

teachers with immediate information regarding their students’ interests, thus 356 

enabling teachers to vary activities, which can then engage the interests of more 357 

students. Surveys also provide an easy, anonymous way to conduct formative 358 

assessment (i.e., reading checks or gauging student comfort level with particular 359 

concepts). 360 
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● Allowing for widely varying levels of internet capabilities and connection speeds 361 

among students and their families, including limited device or internet availability 362 

or rural internet capabilities and potential outages/interruptions. 363 

● Aligning technology use to create equitable learning experiences using 364 

assessment platform technology. For example, affording class time for students to 365 

become familiar with the Smarter Balanced interface and the kinds of resources 366 

used in the administration of the CAASPP (CDE, n.d.a). 367 

The vignette Polygon Properties Puzzles offers a glimpse into a grade four classroom 368 

where the teacher is deliberate and selective in the use of technology. Her students 369 

apply mathematical practices (SMP.1, 3, 5, 6, 7) and show understanding of the 370 

properties of various polygons by illustrating polygons and defending their reasoning. 371 

(Note: The following sections, aside from the Desmos snapshot, were primarily taken 372 

from the CA DLI&SG and the California Department of Education’s Distance Learning 373 

website.) 374 

Digital Learning 375 

Digital learning presents a unique set of challenges and opportunities for students, 376 

parents, teachers, and schools. Technology plays a vital role in facilitating meaningful 377 

learning of mathematics within a digital learning format. It is important to develop 378 

structures that continue to place students at the center of learning, while also being 379 

mindful of the varied contexts of at-home supports. 380 

To support schools in the effective implementation of technology to support learning, the 381 

CA DLI&SG provides strategies to build educator and system capacity. The guide is 382 

based on foundational, research-based digital learning practices, including engaging in 383 

personal interaction, building classroom communities, promoting collaboration, 384 

incorporating authentic assessment, designing active learning activities, and cultivating 385 

student-centered opportunities to build agency. 386 

The guide is organized into three sections. Section A presents six distinct areas of need. 387 

Addressing each area of need is essential to ensuring digital learning opportunities are 388 
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effective and equitable. Sections B and C of the guide provide standards guidance for 389 

mathematics and English language arts/English language development by identifying 390 

and addressing critical areas of instructional focus. 391 

● Section A 392 

• Chapter 1 393 

■ Ensuring Equity and Access 394 

■ Preparing and Supporting Teachers for Digital Teaching 395 

■ Designing Meaningful Online and Blended Learning Experiences 396 

• Chapter 2 397 

■ Assessing Students in Authentic Ways 398 

• Chapter 3 399 

■ Infusing Social and Emotional Learning 400 

■ Cultivating Educator and Student Well-being 401 

● Section B 402 

• Chapters 4–9 403 

■ Standards Guidance for Mathematics  404 

● Section C 405 

• Chapters 10–16 406 

■ Standards Guidance for English Language Arts, Literacy, and 407 
English Language Development 408 

This guide incorporates vignettes and interviews featuring California educators 409 

throughout the chapters. These vignettes and interviews provide examples of topic-410 

specific recommended strategies and resources for educators as they teach within and 411 

design digital learning environments. 412 

Of particular relevance to this framework are chapters one through nine. The following 413 

provides a summary of the key concepts presented in these chapters. 414 

Chapter 1 explores how to best ensure equity and access for all students, especially 415 

those who are affected by structural and institutional injustices during health and 416 
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economic crises (PACE, 2020), including students with disabilities, students who are 417 

English learners, foster youth, and students experiencing homelessness (Repetto, 418 

Spitler, and Cox, 2018). Chapter one also includes a subsection on preparing and 419 

supporting teachers for digital teaching, as pedagogical approaches and strategies for 420 

online and hybrid environments are vastly different than those used in a traditional 421 

setting (Archambault and Kennedy, 2018). Therefore, effectively incorporating 422 

technology into learning experiences requires strategic professional learning (Kolb and 423 

Carter, 2020) that is ongoing, practice based, culturally relevant, content specific, and 424 

context specific. The final topic addressed in chapter one is designing meaningful online 425 

and blended learning experiences. This area provides practical guidance for educators 426 

who are designing online and hybrid learning experiences, including key considerations 427 

for aggregating time for synchronous and asynchronous learning. 428 

Chapter 2 focuses on the importance of assessments in a digital environment. 429 

Specifically, the chapter focuses on suggestions for implementing formative, summative, 430 

interim, and diagnostic assessments in online and blended learning environments. These 431 

assessments are essential in determining the effectiveness of pedagogical strategies, 432 

understanding individual students’ needs and supports, and informing and individualizing 433 

instruction to accelerate learning. 434 

Chapter 3 focuses on fostering healthy, equitable, and inclusive digital communities, 435 

including infusing social and emotional learning (SEL) and cultivating educator and 436 

student well-being. By emphasizing SEL and well-being, schools can create virtual 437 

learning environments that are safe and inclusive and that support equitable student 438 

outcomes. 439 

Chapters 4–9 provide standards guidance for mathematics by addressing critical areas 440 

of instructional focus. The standards guidance is intended to support teachers as they 441 

implement mathematics instruction in online, blended, or in-person learning 442 

environments. The standards guidance is organized around the “big ideas” proposed in 443 

this framework, which seek to support teachers in moving to the teaching of meaningful 444 

mathematics and enabling students to develop an interconnected understanding of 445 

different concepts. Chapter 4 outlines additional suggestions for digital learning practices 446 
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relevant to this content area, while chapter 5 introduces the standards guidance and 447 

highlights the importance of the content and the ways it is connected to other content 448 

and practices. Chapters 6–9 organize guidance for standards by grade level. 449 

This section is adapted from the guidance in planning, implementation, and evaluation of 450 

online instruction from the California Department of Education (CDE) Distance Learning 451 

website (CDE, n.d.b). 452 

While nothing will replace the invaluable connection developed through in-person 453 

teaching, there are best practices that local education agencies (LEAs) may consider to 454 

maximize instructional time. It is important that the time educators spend directly 455 

interacting with students be focused, planned, and designed to further student learning 456 

goals. Learners will need opportunities for guided learning with an educator, as well as 457 

opportunities to work with peers, families, and community members to apply their 458 

learning and practice their skills. This guidance is not all-encompassing as instructional 459 

time can be a nuanced area. These suggestions are recommended best practices and 460 

do not constitute legal advice or a legal service. 461 

Common Definitions 462 

The definitions below are designed to provide a common understanding of the various 463 

models of learning and their unique distinctions and to avoid the common error of 464 

applying terms interchangeably. It is important to note that not all distance learning 465 

requirements outlined in statute are included in this document. Readers should consider 466 

the CDE’s Frequently Asked Questions (CDE, n.d.c) and additional guidance documents 467 

as they plan for and engage in distance learning to ensure all requirements are met. 468 

Distance Learning. Instruction in which the pupil and instructor are in different locations 469 

and pupils are under the general supervision of a certificated employee of the local 470 

educational agency (LEA). Distance learning may include but is not limited to all of the 471 

following: 472 

● Interaction, instruction, and check-ins between teachers and pupils through the 473 

use of a computer or communications technology 474 
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● Video or audio instruction in which the primary mode of communication between 475 

the pupil and certificated employee is online interaction, instructional television, 476 

video, telecourses, or other instruction that relies on computer or communications 477 

technology 478 

● The use of print materials incorporating assignments that are the subject of written 479 

or oral feedback (Education Code [EC] Section 43500[a]) 480 

Blended Learning. Combination of in-person and distance instruction. 481 

The below terms are used throughout the document to discuss ways in which LEAs offer 482 

high-quality distance learning in accordance with EC Section 43503. 483 

In-Person Instruction. Instruction under the immediate physical supervision and control 484 

of a certificated employee of the local educational agency while engaged in educational 485 

activities required of the pupil. 486 

Synchronous Learning. Synchronous learning takes place in real time, with delivery of 487 

instruction and/or interaction with participants such as a live whole-class, small-group, or 488 

individual meeting via an online platform or in person when possible. 489 

Asynchronous Learning. Asynchronous learning occurs without direct, simultaneous 490 

interaction of participants such as through videos featuring direct instruction of new 491 

content that students watch on their own time. 492 

Time Value. Instructional time for distance learning is calculated based on the time value 493 

of synchronous and/or asynchronous assignments made by and certified by a 494 

certificated employee of the LEA. Time value for distance learning is different than time 495 

value used previously in independent study programs that include an evaluation of the 496 

time value of work product. 497 

Distance learning assignments can include assigned instruction or activities delivered 498 

through synchronous or asynchronous means. Synchronous opportunities may include 499 

full-group instruction, peer interaction and collaboration, two-way communication, small-500 

group breakouts, or individual office hours. The delivery method should match the 501 

purpose of the current learning outcome, corresponding task, and program placement 502 
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(i.e., Language Acquisition Program). At times it may be appropriate for new content to 503 

be delivered asynchronously, utilizing synchronous time for peer interaction, small-group 504 

breakouts, or individual office hours. Inversely, at times content may require 505 

synchronous opportunities to include direct instruction on new content. All modes should 506 

provide students with a means of checking for understanding and progressing based on 507 

that understanding. 508 

For linguistically and culturally diverse English learners, this means of checking for 509 

understanding should include opportunities to have oral conversations to elaborate on 510 

the language necessary to articulate what is understood and ask questions for clarifying 511 

what is not fully comprehended. For students with disabilities, instructional time may be 512 

determined by the Individualized Education Program (IEP) team, as instructional delivery 513 

should be appropriately adapted to the unique needs of the student. Additionally, 514 

instruction and activities should be aligned to learning objectives and goals specified in 515 

the IEP. 516 

There is an opportunity for staff to develop integrated lessons to maximize instructional 517 

time. An example might include integrating science and math standards in a 518 

performance task. Educators will need to support the development of independent 519 

learning skills through modeling, scaffolding, student conferences, feedback, and 520 

reflection. Although family support is important, applied learning experiences should take 521 

into account that many families will not be able to provide extensive support. Families 522 

seeking to gain more knowledge about technology can be referred to the school’s or 523 

district’s parent center. These centers often provide classes or can refer parents to 524 

classes offered by an organization in their local community. 525 

During time allotted for applied learning, it is important for an adult to be available for 526 

questions. Educators will need to be especially in tune with language needs and provide 527 

sufficient language scaffolds to ensure the student can participate fully in the 528 

development of content and the development of the necessary linguistic structures to 529 

meet the language demands of the lesson. Integrated English language development 530 

(ELD) is critical for English learners’ access to the material and should be an integral part 531 

of the lesson planning and delivery process in all subjects. Structures may need to be in 532 
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place to provide support for students who may not have an English-speaking adult or 533 

family member to support applied learning. Consider using expanded learning staff or 534 

other staff from community-based organizations to support individual students or learning 535 

pods of students. Collaboration with families can be especially important when 536 

developing learning opportunities for students who are academically behind or students 537 

with disabilities, particularly students with extensive support needs. Gauging the needs 538 

of the family in supporting the student will be key to ensuring successful student 539 

outcomes. LEAs are encouraged to engage service providers and paraprofessionals in 540 

collaboratively supporting the students and family to ensure meaningful access to 541 

learning opportunities. 542 

The ratio of synchronous and asynchronous time and the sequence of these chunks of 543 

instructional time will depend on the course structure, instructional methods, access to 544 

technology, student needs, and whether learning is taking place entirely online or if the 545 

class is using a blended model. As such, it is important to emphasize that these two 546 

types of instructional time do not need to be chunked or sequenced in any particular 547 

way. For example, a teacher may choose to have students spend an estimated 30 548 

minutes independently reading a text to prepare for a 20-minute, teacher-facilitated 549 

synchronous discussion, followed by a 30-minute group research task, and then another 550 

10-minute check-in discussion. Some English learner students may need materials in the 551 

primary language to support their independent learning. Families may need guidance, 552 

and it is best practice for teachers to model effective teaching practices, so families know 553 

how to support the student using these materials. 554 

In the context of a multilingual program, instructional minutes in each language should 555 

be aligned to the percentage of minutes dedicated to that language based on the 556 

program design. For example, if 80 percent of the instructional minutes in a dual-557 

language immersion program are dedicated to Spanish, then 80 percent of the 230 558 

instructional minutes in a third-grade classroom should be dedicated to Spanish 559 

instruction and interaction. 560 
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Snapshot: Landing the Plane (Grade Eight) 561 

This snapshot illustrates a use of technology to provide access for all students to sense-562 

making mathematics, in remote or in-person settings. 563 

During distance learning, Ms. Trejo and her eighth-grade students have less than half 564 

the synchronous learning time they had last year. She is planning strategically, trying to 565 

understand how best to use the time they are together and the time they are apart. She 566 

also values math that is conceptual and math that is learned through social interactions 567 

between students. The physical distance due to schools moving to online teaching and 568 

learning, and the tendency of computer-based mathematics to isolate students behind a 569 

monitor, puts both of those goals at risk. Ms. Trejo decides that a Desmos activity called 570 

“Land the Plane” should work as well in her current remote-instruction setting as it has in 571 

her past in-person instruction. 572 

Using her classroom learning management system, she invites students to work 573 

asynchronously to “Land the Plane” (n.d.). The activity asks students to plot the linear 574 

equation of a plane so that it lands on a runway. Students can work on much of the 575 

activity by themselves because the activity gives them interpretive rather than evaluative 576 

feedback. Instead of seeing “right” or “wrong” as their feedback, students see the plane 577 

travel along the graph of whatever linear equation they plot. They learn from that 578 

feedback and try again. 579 

Figure 11.2 Land the Plane 580 
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 581 
Long description of figure 11.2 582 

During their limited synchronous time, Ms. Trejo focuses her and her class’s energy on 583 

some questions that computers cannot interpret or evaluate. In one case, students are 584 

presented with two hypothetical students’ linear equations and are asked to argue in 585 

favor of one. Ms. Trejo uses the Desmos snapshot tool to select and (anonymously) 586 

present unique student answers, and then invites students to discuss the strengths and 587 

weaknesses of those answers. 588 

During this synchronous time, she also asks students to participate in the “Challenge 589 

Creator,” an activity where students create runway challenges for their classmates to 590 

solve. 591 

Figure 11.3 Class Gallery for Land the Plane 592 
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 593 
Long description of figure 11.3 594 

Based on her understanding of her students, Ms. Trejo uses this activity to encourage 595 

discussion and debate among students over each other's challenges—and, sure 596 

enough, students debate in the chat which challenges were too easy, which seemed 597 

impossible, and how many tries they needed to solve the hardest ones, all while learning 598 

that they themselves can be authors of rich math questions, not just teachers and 599 

textbooks. 600 

Distance learning has put many of Ms. Trejo’s pedagogical and mathematical goals at 601 

risk, but she has found digital tools that enhance, rather than undermine, her students’ 602 

mathematical connections and creativity. 603 

(end snapshot) 604 

Research-Based Distance Learning Principles 605 

Research on effective distance and blended instruction can provide helpful principles for 606 

educators. It is useful to know that well-designed online or blended instruction can be as 607 

effective or more effective than in-classroom learning alone. While many worry that 608 

distance learning is necessarily less effective than in-person learning, many studies 609 

show that well-designed distance learning that has the following features is often more 610 

effective than traditional in-classroom learning alone (US Department of Education, 611 

2010; see also Policy Analysis for California Education, 2020). Key elements include: 612 
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1. A strategic combination of synchronous and asynchronous instruction. Combining 613 

synchronous activities where students meet regularly online (or in person) with 614 

their classmates and teachers with asynchronous activities where students think 615 

deeply and engage with the subject matter and other students independently are 616 

more effective than fully synchronous online courses. 617 

Synchronous time should be set for reasonable amounts of time, punctuated with 618 

other activities to avoid attention fatigue. It can be used for short mini-lectures and 619 

for many kinds of student-to-student and student-to-teacher interaction as 620 

described below. Many students also benefit from synchronous individual or 621 

small-group support in addition to whole-group distance instruction. 622 

Asynchronous time can provide an opportunity for students to gain exposure to 623 

concepts prior to engaging in synchronous time or as a follow up to dive more 624 

deeply into concepts that have been introduced through independent activities 625 

such as reading articles, watching videos or software-based presentations with 626 

voiceover, or completing modules online. Teachers can also use these 627 

asynchronous modules to provide targeted scaffolding or essential background 628 

information for those students in need of extra support in a particular area. 629 

2. Student control over how they engage with asynchronous instruction. Research 630 

shows that students do better when they can go at their own pace and on their 631 

own time, when they have some choice over the learning materials to use and the 632 

learning strategies that work best for them, and when materials are set up to 633 

enable them to engage deeply and critically with course content by managing how 634 

they use videos or print materials. As one successful online teacher explains: 635 

Rather than assigning only worksheets or reading questions that can often 636 

lead to frustration and disengagement, offer students approaches that are 637 

universally designed so they can build and apply knowledge based on their 638 

interests and readiness levels. For example, provide a recorded lecture, 639 

two or three videos, and two readings about the topic. The students can 640 

listen or watch the lecture and then choose to complete a combination of 641 

the remaining content options. Provide links to reading assignments at 642 

different reading levels so that all students find a path to comprehension, 643 
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with tools like Newsela, Rewordify, News in Levels, and more. Give two or 644 

three choices for completing a task, such as writing, recording a video, 645 

building a slide deck, using a game-based education platform to 646 

demonstrate math concepts, or historical and literary events, through 647 

building. Allow students to upload their work onto the classroom learning 648 

platform to share with peers. (For more information on universal design for 649 

learning, see chapter 2.) 650 

3. Frequent, direct, and meaningful interaction. The more interaction students have 651 

with other students, with their teachers, and with interactive content, the stronger 652 

the learning gains. In online learning environments where there is little student–653 

student, student–instructor, and student–content interaction, students often 654 

become disengaged. Activities such as experiments, debates, data analysis, and 655 

groups solving challenging applications together can serve to synthesize and 656 

extend student knowledge. Students can interact with peers and the teacher in 657 

multiple formats. Whole-group and small-group discussion in synchronous 658 

instruction (e.g., in Zoom breakout rooms), chat rooms, and discussion boards 659 

that may be synchronous or asynchronous, and quick polls and votes followed by 660 

debate and discussion are all means to improve engagement and to create 661 

positive effects on learning gains, as are interactive materials. 662 

4. Collaborative learning opportunities. Opportunities for students to engage in 663 

interdependent cooperative learning are important and improve achievement. 664 

Teachers can structure learning opportunities that encourage collaboration by 665 

accommodating flexible grouping options for completing work and by setting class 666 

norms for collaborative activities. This includes group engagement in shared 667 

projects and presentations as well as smaller daily activities. Small groups can 668 

work on tasks together during synchronous time in breakout rooms and then 669 

return to share their ideas. Asynchronous tasks can also be structured to offer 670 

opportunities for students to collaborate and build learning together, such as 671 

through discussion boards and by providing peer feedback. Students can pursue 672 

projects in asynchronous time by being taught to set up their own collaboration in 673 

online platforms. 674 
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5. Interactive materials. High-quality distance learning incorporates the use of 675 

interactive multimedia materials, typically during asynchronous learning. For 676 

example, fifth-grade science students who used a virtual web-based science lab, 677 

allowing them to conduct virtual experiments while teachers observed student 678 

work and gave feedback online, outperformed those who did an in-person science 679 

lab. Further, elementary special education students across five urban schools who 680 

used a web-based program supporting writing in action by prompting attention to 681 

the topical organization and structure of ideas during the planning and composing 682 

phases of writing outperformed those who had the same materials in hardcopy in 683 

the classroom (US Department of Education, 2010). 684 

6. Assessment through formative feedback, reflection, and revision. Formative 685 

assessment is very important in online and blended learning, and it promotes 686 

stronger learning when it provides feedback that allows students to reflect on and 687 

revise their work. For example, researchers found that students performed better 688 

when they used a formative online self-assessment strategy that gave them 689 

resources to explore when they answered an item incorrectly. Similarly, students 690 

who received quizzes that allowed them the opportunity for additional practice on 691 

item types that had been answered incorrectly did better over time than those who 692 

received quizzes identifying only right and wrong answers. Studies have found 693 

positive effects of a variety of reflection tools during online learning, ranging from 694 

questions asking students to reflect on their problem-solving activities to prompts 695 

for students to provide explanations regarding their work, student reflection 696 

exercises during and after online learning activities, and learning guidance 697 

systems that ask questions as students design studies or conduct other activities 698 

that support students’ thinking processes without offering direct answers (US 699 

Department of Education, 2010). 700 

7. Explicit teaching of self-management strategies. Students who receive instruction 701 

in self-regulation learning strategies perform better in online learning. Teachers 702 

can help students with tools that help them schedule their time, set goals, and 703 

evaluate their own work. They can also provide checklists that are readily 704 

available to students and parents that break out the steps for task completion to 705 
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help them understand the scope of the work and the milestones they’ll accomplish 706 

along the way. 707 

Ensuring Support for Distance Learning 708 

As districts prepare for the start or restart of a distance learning program, it is important 709 

they consider ways to prepare families and staff for distance learning, the use of 710 

common tools, and the identification of success criteria. (See Figure 11.4) For students 711 

with disabilities, LEAs should plan for how IEPs can be executed in a distance learning 712 

environment. It is also important to establish the English Language Development (ELD) 713 

program expectations, schedules, and guidance as to how to make sure both designated 714 

and integrated ELD is provided consistently throughout all subjects. 715 

Preparing Families and Staff for Distance Learning 716 

To ensure that families and staff (including community partners where applicable) feel 717 

comfortable and prepared to engage in distance learning, it is important to solicit 718 

feedback to understand their experience in distance learning, if any, as well as to offer 719 

multiple opportunities to discuss expectations and engage with technology in a low-720 

stakes setting. This engagement with families needs to occur in the language spoken in 721 

the home. 722 

Figure 11.4 Considerations for Preparing Families and Staff for Distance Learning 723 
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Focus Considerations 

Understanding 
context 

● Student Perspectives on Distance Learning (survey [in 
multiple languages] or focus groups) 

o What did you like best about distance learning? 
o What part of distance learning was the most 

challenging? 
o If you could do one thing to improve distance learning, 

what would it be? 
● Teacher Perspectives on Distance Learning (survey or focus 

groups) 
o What worked well in distance learning over the 

spring? 
o What were some of the biggest challenges? 
o What do you need to be successful in distance 

learning in the fall? 
o Were you able to support various types of student 

needs, including culturally and linguistically diverse 
English learners, students with disabilities, foster 
youth, socioeconomically disadvantaged youth, etc.? 

o What strategies did you use to provide integrated and 
designated English language development (ELD)? 
Where do you need additional assistance? 

● Family Perspectives on Distance Learning (survey [in 
multiple languages] or focus groups) 

o What worked well with distance learning? 
o What was the most difficult? 
o How would you improve distance learning to better 

support your child? 
o What support would you like/need as distance 

learning continues? 
o Was the information provided in a language and 

manner accessible to you and your family? 
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Focus Considerations 

During the 
initial opening/ 
reopening 

● Considerations for Staff 
o Offer professional development on a common digital 

platform by site. (See “Common Tools” below.) 
o Support a common use of platforms. Example: If using 

Google Classroom, are all teachers logging homework 
in the same place? 

o Ensure all staff are informed of students with 
disabilities (SWDs), current IEP and 504 
accommodations, and if concerned who to contact to 
discuss supports needed in distance learning. 

o Provide professional learning on integrated and 
designated ELD in the distance learning context and 
ensure that all staff are aware of the requirement that 
both integrated and designated ELD are provided to 
English learners. 

o Provide professional learning on dual language 
instruction in the distance learning context and ensure 
that all staff are aware of the instructional minute 
requirements and plan for language use schedules to 
ensure language models continue as designed. 

o Plan for a schedule of agreed-upon times of IEP 
meetings to ensure all team members are present. 

o Collaborate with the IEP team to schedule services for 
students within the agreed-upon instructional minutes 
schedule. 

● Considerations for Families/Students 
o Over the course of a week, consider offering 

opportunities for 1:1 meetings or meetings in groups 
with families and students. It may be helpful to offer 
evening options for working family members. To the 
extent possible, ensure that interpreters are available 
for family members who speak languages other than 
English. 

o Review the digital platform with the student and 
family. 

o In transitioning to online learning, it is recommended 
that schools survey familial expertise with technology 
to better strategize support for their family as needed. 

o Discuss the rhythm of learning that will be established: 
Where and when is work posted? How do they submit 
assignments? 

● Ask families about the best form of communication and 
feedback loop. 
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Focus Considerations 

Ongoing ● Considerations for Staff 
o Offer tiered (ranging from beginning to mastering) 

professional development opportunities for staff to 
continue to build their capacity in areas to support 
distance learning such as learning platforms, 
engaging strategies, or tools and resources. 

o Utilize staff meeting time to review success criteria, 
address emerging needs, celebrate successes, and 
identify areas for ongoing professional development. 

o Establish a regular time for grade-level teams to 
collaborate in developing shared resources, review 
student work, and co-create lessons. 

o Provide ongoing professional learning on integrated 
and designated ELD in the distance learning context 
and time for teachers to collaborate on addressing the 
needs of English learners (successes and next steps). 

o Provide regular time for grade-level teams to 
collaborate with special education teams (i.e., 
Specialized Academic Instruction, Speech-Language 
Pathology, Occupational Therapy, and Adapted 
Physical Education) to discuss supports/challenges in 
the distance learning model and general education 
curriculum. 

● Considerations for Families/Students 
o Establish a regular time for families to receive support 

with technology as needed. Explore platforms that are 
available in languages other than English to ensure 
that families and students have access and that the 
home language is seen as an asset. 

o Establish regular office hours for students to connect 
with their teachers and peers. 

o To the extent possible, ensure that communications 
with families are translated and that translators are 
available for teachers to contact families who speak 
languages other than English. 

Tips for Success 724 

● Consider means of communication other than email, such as text messages, 725 

phone calls, or schoolwide communication systems. Survey data show that one in 726 

three families of English learners do not have an email address. 727 
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● Google and several text-messaging apps provide alternative phone numbers that 728 

link to your personal phone number so that it is kept private. Families calling the 729 

alternative phone number will connect to you directly. These services are typically 730 

free of charge. Several text messaging apps provide translation services for two-731 

way translation (from English to the family’s preferred language and also 732 

translating their response back to English). 733 

● Consider creating videos regarding how to access the digital platform for future 734 

viewing. 735 

● Consider providing guidance in multiple languages, including video, written 736 

material, digital material, and technology platforms, apps, and others. 737 

Use of Common Tools 738 

Consistency across grade levels will support the success of students and families as 739 

they prepare to engage in distance learning. (See Figure 11.3.) Consistency also 740 

provides opportunities for teachers to marshal resources. For example, if teachers are all 741 

using the same high-quality curriculum, they might develop or curate videos for 742 

asynchronous learning and share them with colleagues. Consistent use of platforms 743 

allows families with multiple children to learn and offer support in a focused area. 744 

Similarly, students with multiple teachers will have space to focus on content as opposed 745 

to navigating multiple digital platforms for learning. 746 

Figure 11.5: Considerations for Consistent Use of Common Digital Platform,  747 

Instructional Materials, and Assessments 748 

Focus Considerations 

Common district-wide 
digital (learning 
management system) 
platform 

● Select one common digital platform for appropriate 
grade spans (i.e., kindergarten and first grade may use 
a different platform than second grade and above). 

● Ensure support is provided to teachers on how to use 
the platform in a consistent manner. 

● Ensure support is provided to families on how to use the 
system and that this support is available in multiple 
languages. 
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Focus Considerations 

Use of common high-
quality instructional 
materials and 
resources 

● Identify the district-adopted materials for each subject 
area. 

● Ensure every teacher has access to the required 
curriculum, including ELD and special education. 

● As a staff, use the categories of investigation identified 
in this framework (see chapters 6–8) for focus and 
planning in distance learning. 

● As a staff, use the CA CCSSM to identify the new 
content introduced in each grade level for focus and 
planning. 

● As a staff, use the ELA/ELD framework and the ELD 
standards to ensure that instructional materials include 
both integrated and designated ELD for English 
learners. Integrated ELD should be provided in all 
subject areas. 

● As a staff, discuss multilingual program needs. 
● Identify necessary supports to build staff, family, and 

student capacity around the curriculum that will be used. 
(See “Preparing Families and Staff for Distance 
Learning” above.) 

Use of common 
diagnostic, formative, 
and summative 
assessments 

● Administer a common grade-appropriate diagnostic 
assessment at the beginning of the year to establish a 
baseline for student learning. 

● Plan for the administration of common assessments to 
use for grade-level collaboration, including assessments 
in other languages for multilingual programs and English 
language proficiency for ELD progress. 

● Provide timely, personalized feedback to students on 
formative and summative assessments, including 
acknowledgment of the receipt of their work and a way 
for students to track their grades. 

● Communicate to families and students their progress in 
learning, regularly ensuring translations when 
appropriate. 

Identifying Success Criteria 749 

It is important for districts to review the past and current local data in order to identify 750 

metrics for success in the distance learning setting. (See Figure 11.6.) For example, if an 751 

LEA previously saw high rates of chronic absenteeism for students with disabilities, a 752 

clear improvement outcome should be established with a plan to monitor participation 753 
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rates for that student group. Improvement outcomes should include resources and 754 

supports to enhance connectivity, technology, and digital literacy for both students and 755 

families. Success criteria will clearly communicate the vision of the LEA regarding 756 

student performance and allow staff to monitor progress, celebrate success, and identify 757 

needs early. 758 

Figure 11.6: Considerations for Identifying Success Metrics and Ensuring Commitment to 759 

Data Collection, Analysis, and Use 760 

Focus Considerations 

Identify metrics to 
monitor progress 
in distance 
learning over time 

● Identify anticipated student needs based on previous data 
and on formative assessments within the first month of 
school. 

● Develop clear, consistent ways to solicit feedback from 
students, families, and staff in their home language and in 
a method accessible to them. 

● Identify and develop common assessments at each grade 
level. 

● Identify local data to review regularly, including specific 
data for student subgroups that are traditionally 
underserved. 

● Consider external factors as they impact learning, such as 
power outages, evacuations, etc. 

Data 
commitments 

● Develop clear data commitments: When will assessments 
be given? Who will collect the information? Who will create 
data visuals that are easy to read? 

● How are schools monitoring students’ progress and 
participation? 

● What data needs to be collected to assess whether all 
learners are utilizing available resources? 

Data analysis ● Review data on a regular basis with a team comprised of 
representative staff to support general education, including 
students with disabilities and English learners. 

● Communicate data at staff meetings, including time to 
brainstorm the next steps. 

● Establish a relationship between data outcomes and 
practices or strategies that were implemented. 
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Conclusion 761 

Many technologies have the potential to support rich and deep mathematical learning for 762 

all students. Some provide contexts and representations of mathematical ideas (and 763 

tools for interacting with them) that help students deepen their understanding and their 764 

practice of mathematics. Others are not discipline specific but support student-centered 765 

pedagogy consistent with chapter two of this framework. As new technologies emerge, it 766 

is crucial that mathematical learning goals drive their use, that the tools support all 767 

learners, and that implementation be supported with high-quality professional learning 768 

opportunities for educators. 769 

Long Descriptions for Chapter 11 770 

Figure 11.1: Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Model 771 

A three-circle Venn diagram. Technological Knowledge (TK), Content Knowledge (CK), 772 

and Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) overlap to create Pedagogical Content Knowledge 773 

(PCK), Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK), Technological Content Knowledge 774 

(TCK), and Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK). Return to figure 775 

11.1 graphic 776 

Figure 11.2 Land the Plane 777 

Coordinate plane with a line indicated, with equation y = 1/2x – 7. The line crosses the y-778 

axis at (0,–7) and x-axis at (14,0). There is an airplane runway drawn on the line, 779 

extending from roughly (7,–4) to (16,1). Text on the right includes instructions: Change 780 

one number in the equation below to safely hold the plane. Press “Submit” to see if the 781 

plan lands safely. Return to figure 11.2 graphic 782 

Figure 11.3 Class Gallery for Land the Plane 783 

Desmos snapshot tool titled Class Gallery, Make My Challenge. “Other students’ 784 

challenges” are presented as twelve graphs containing proposed runways for aircraft at 785 

varying degrees. Graph 1: Henri Poincaré, includes a runway in quadrants I and IV. 786 

Graph 2: Christiaan Hu..., includes a runway in quadrant III. Graph 3: Joseph Fourier, 787 
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includes a runway in quadrant II and III. Graph 4: Leonard Euler, includes a runway in 788 

quadrants I and IV. Graph 5: Maria Agnesi, includes a runway in quadrant I. Graph 6: 789 

Emmy Noether, includes a runway in quadrants IV and I. Graph 7: Grigory Marg..., 790 

includes a runway in quadrants III and IV. Graph 8: Girolamo Car..., includes a runway in 791 

quadrants I, II, and IV. Graph 9: Frances Kirwan, includes a runway in quadrant I. Graph 792 

10: Euclid, includes a runway in quadrants II and III. Graph 11: Georg Cantor, includes a 793 

runway in quadrants III and IV. Graph 12: Martin Gardner, includes a runway in 794 

quadrants I and II. Return to figure 11.3 graphic 795 
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